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Not knowing what the benefits renewal rate will be
until the end of the plan year complicates the
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2. Get plan renewals early

removes the mystery and leads to a predictable rate.

Left unchecked, most insurance carriers hold the
benefits renewal rate as long as possible (60-75 days
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before the end of a contract). But receiving your

Learning your benefits renewal rate for each plan

carrier’s initial renewal rate earlier gives you more
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time to evaluate the renewal and negotiate the rate.

Negotiating benefit renewals by getting information

(Yes, it’s true—you don’t have to accept the first

early and maintaining good carrier relationships can

number the carrier offers.) The best way to ensure
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By receiving your renewal rate approximately 120
days before the end of your contract, you have
enough time to evaluate the rate together with your
health and welfare benefits broker and underwriting
team and then respond with another offer. And if
you feel that another carrier can offer better rates,
you can also market your benefits plan and still have
time to switch insurance carriers before the contract
ends.
3. Offer a fair and reasonable rate
After you receive your annual benefits renewal rate,
work with your internal team and your benefits
broker to begin negotiations. Importantly, this
doesn’t mean countering with a number so low that
the carrier finds it untenable and unreasonable. In
that case, the insurer may not meet your demand
and you’ll be forced to turn to other carrier options
without having planned for that possibility.
Instead, respond with a fair and reasonable rate
increase backed by data. The goal is to counter offer
with a number that creates stability and
predictability for renewals in the future.
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